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COSSU Auction  #162 

More nice items from Djuka! Suggested bids are set at approximately one 
half of the catalog value.  Please post or e-mail bids to the editor before 
Sep. 15.  As always, the winning bid will be one increment above the next 
highest bidder.  Up to $25: 50 cents   Up to $50: $1   Up to $100: $2.50   
Above $100: $5  Once again, there are suggested minimum bids. Bids be-
low that amount will be forwarded to the owners for their consideration.  
North American bidders please add $3 for shipping. European bidders 
should add $10 for shipping. Inquire please if you need/want registered 
mail.   

#1 Complete sheets of 25 complete sets. Yugoslavia 1978 art stamps, with 
a painting of a CHESSMAN by Vasarely on 100 dinar stamp. MNH MB $25 

#2 Cuba 1951 famous error in lower left stamp.  Letter F instead E, in a 
used block of four MB $78 

#3 Philippines 1962 chess stamp with overprint. Part of a sheet with 16 
stamps in it. MNH. MB $16 

#4 Mongolia 1986. 4 complete sets in blocks of four with 4 blocks. World 
chess champions. MNH. MB $28 

#5 Anatoly Karpov block .  Serbia - Kosovo and Metohija 2013, private 
issue. High face value. MNH. MB $ 4.80 

#6 Alice in Wonderland. Bosnia 2015, a strip of 3 stamps with upper mar-
gins. MNH. MB $7 

#7 Chess Olympiad 1990 in Yugoslavia. 5 blocks perforated plus 5 imper-
forated. MNH. MB $9.90 

#8 TAJIGISTAN 1993.  Complete: One sheetlet in  a special cover, one set 
and one block. MNH. MB $12 

#9 Aaron NIMZOWICH block . Republic of Srpska Krajina 2009. Private 
issue. MNH MB$ 4.50 

#10 Dubrovnik 1950 Chess Olympiad blocks of four. MNH. MB$78 

#11 Chess Olympiad Dubrovnik 1950, Yugoslavia complete used set. MB 
$9 

#12 BOSNIA - REPUBLIC OF SRPSKA complete of 3 CHESS stamps in 
blocks of four, ALL IN DIFFERENT POSITIONS. MNH. MB $12 

#13 A collection of 33 chess sets with 56 stamps in them. All different. 
MNH. MB $39 

#14 TURKMENISTAN, Jan 15th 2000. Complete of 6 FDCs, with 6 blocks, 
each containing 6 stamps, so 36 stamps. MB $45 
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A Horrific Little Item 

Jon Edwards and Allan Savage 
 

When I opened my T album to show Allan the famous Sousse cover, 
we chanced upon this FDC. At first glance, it appears to be a SS from 
Togo commemorating several chess greats. Capablanca, Lasker, 
Kasparov, and Fischer are 
in the margin, while the 
stamp itself honors Vasily 
Smyslov. 

But Allan perked up and 
remarked that the Smys-
lov image in both the 
stamp and the cachet 
margin is actually of 
George Koltanowski, the 
famous Belgian-American blindfold chess genius and promoter in a 
rather classic pose. Sure enough, here’s a rather classic image of 
Kolty found on the web. 

And so, should anyone ask you if Koltanowski ever appeared on a 
stamp, you’ll be able to refer them to this rather horrific item from 
Togo. 

https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwiWlOaU7sbNAhWGJx4KHcksDxAQjRwIBw&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.chess.com%2Fchessopedia%2Fview%2Fkoltanowski-george&psig=AFQjCNFHAX_-bnGCHoH-4FqdClcbH2RsZQ&ust=1467070558622593
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Although the Hungarian post does not sell stamps as singles the FDC has a 
stamp rather than a sheet. The special postmark is beautiful, and features 
a winged knight. 

COSSU Classified Ads 

URGENTLY WANTED: A postally used copy of the US civil war patriotic cover with 
chess motif. Also US chess federation meters "Pawn Power" and "Chess - the think-
ing man's game". Joram Lubianiker, 40 Hanamal St., Tel Aviv 6350671, ISRAEL  

SELLING: Early chess covers, Artist Proofs, trial colors, imperf pairs and blocks, 
full sheets, and many other rare items including a San Marino invert.   Jon Ed-
wards,   jedwards.chess@gmail.com 

SELLING: Chess stamps, imperfs, sheets, MNH, also inexpensive used chess 
stamps, postmarks, autographs, badges-pins, coins, medals, stickers, photographs, 
at favorable prices: dragoslavdj@sbb.rs Dr. D Djukanovic, Makenzijeva 32, 11000 
Belgrade, Serbia 

WANTED: Full sheets of chess stamps including selvage. Perforated, Imperforated, 
CTO. I also have sheets to trade.  F.B. Redway, 6922 N.W. Daffodil Lane, Port St. 
Lucie, FL 34983 

WANTED: Covers with Iceland #442 (1972 World Chess Championship Match in 
Reykjavik) mainly those having as postal cancel the following dates: 18-VII-1972; 
11-VIII-1972; 25-VIII-1972. gaetan.lapierre@hotmail.com 

SELLING: Full sheets of all Bulgarian Chess stamps. vgechev@abv.bg  

SELLING: Modern Rarity! Limited edition covers with 2012 US chess postmark 
from Washington International. Each has postmark, cachet, attractive zazzle chess 
stamp, numbered, unaddressed. Allan Savage,  allansav@aol.com 
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#15 St. VINCENT 1991 chess block on a FDC. MB $9.50 

#16 HUNGARY 1966. SET OF FLOWERS ON TWO FDCs. The stamp of 1.50 
Ft depicts CHESS FLOWER.  Both covers sent by registered mail. MB $6 

#17 SAN MARINO 1965 chess stamp on a maximum card with First day 
postmarks. MB $5 

#18 BOBBY FISCHER pouring milk in his glass during the 1970 Match: 
World against USSR in Belgrade. Copy of a photo. MB $9 

#19 Chess and animals on 13 different picture postcards. On each card , on 
the back is a diagram of a famous chess game. MB $13 

#20 UNIQUE.  Machine postmark Split 1963 for the Second Women Chess 
Olympiad 1963. INVERTED CIPHERS SHOWING HOUR (20 - 21), on a 
postcard gone through post. MB $150 

#21 Fischer- Spassky 1992 Revenge Match. The FDCs with single stamps 
are with RARE HAND POSTMARKS. Compare these with machine post-
mark on FDC shown  with both stamps. All 3 MB $8 

#22 Autograph of ALEXANDER KHALIFMAN World chess champion  1999, 
on a card also with a chess postmark dedicated to him on the back of that 
card. MB $ 9.50 

#23 Autograph of RUSLAN PONOMARIOV, 16th World champion,  2001, 
on a special card, also with chess postmark dedicated to him on the back 
of that card.  MB $9.50 

#24 Chess Olympiad 1990. Complete of 4 Maximum cards with Chess 
postmarks of Opening ceremony in Novi Sad. MB $7 

#25 Autographs of ALL THREE SISTERS POLGAR, on the back of a post-
card with their photo from 1990 and  3 chess stamps,  4 postmarks and 
one sticker, of CHESS OLYMPIAD  1990! MB$19 

#26 AUTOGRAPH OF MARK TAIMANOV on a special card with his carica-
ture and with one chess stamp from Chess Olympiad 1990. MB $5 

#27 AUTOGRAPHS OF Svetozar GLIGORIC, Borislav IVKOV   and Alexandar 
MATANOVIC on a special card with text: “LEGENDS OF YUGOSLAV CHESS”. 
MB $9 

#28 AUTOGRAPHS OF BORIS SPASSKY and MILAN MATULOVIC on a spec. 
cover for International GM Tournament in Mostar, March 18th 1978, with 
special chess postmark and complete chess set of stamps for Chess Olym-
piad 1972. MB $19 

#29 FIVE DIFFERENT. CHESS TELEPHONE CARDS.  One is with chess 
flowers on it. MB $9 

#30 KINGS OF CHESS.  4 completes of 3 sheetlets. Total 12 
sheetlets .Yugoslavia 1995-6. MNH. MB $24 

C:/Users/jedwards/Documents/Acrobat 9 presentation
mailto:gaetan.lapierre@hotmail.com
mailto:vgechev@abv.bg
file:///C:/Users/jedwards/Documents/jre/cossu/allansav@aol.com
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Two weeks passed and on June 3rd Hungary followed with a miniature 
sheet of its own, this time with 4 stamps. Again, one cannot buy the single 
stamp – only the sheet as a whole. The chess sheet is one of two dedicated 
to museums, the other being a museum of pipes. The chess museum is lo-
cated in Heves – a small city with a population of about 10,000 people, 
which is about 100 kilometers east of Budapest. The museum opened in 
1987, but the collection was started back in 1958. A large fraction of the 
collection consists of chess sets, the oldest of which is from Seville dating 
from 1750. Other important sets are a Moroccan ivory set, a sandalwood 
set from India, ebony set from Tanzania, agate set with a marble table, a 
ceramic set and a set designed for blind chess players. Until now approxi-
mately 100,000 visitors from over 50 countries have viewed the collec-
tion.  
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 New in Chesstamps 
Joram R. Lubianiker 

The flavor of the month seems to be sheets. On May 23rd Kosovo issued a 
new chess stamp to commemorate the individual European championship 
in chess, which was held in Gjakova. In all honesty, this is not a significant 
event (the winner, GM Ernesto of Russia, has an Elo ranking below 2700), 
but one can understand why Kosovo would chose to commemorate an 
international event which took place in that country. It is a little more dif-
ficult to understand why the stamp was only issued in a souvenir sheet 
containing two stamps. Is it simply a way of forcing collectors to buy two 
stamps rather than one? 

Is this a legitimate issue? Kosovo is not a UN member, but is recognized as 
an independent country by many, including the US. Considering the rele-
vance of this issue to the country, and since the Kosovo government actu-
ally provides postal services, I think this is an item worthy of collecting. 
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